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REVIEW

Clinical implications of osteoarthritis and ageing

David Hamerman

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a widely prevalent
chronic condition of older individuals that
affects certain diarthrodial joints. Elsewhere, I
have discussed the interrelations of ageing and
OA from a 'geriatric perspective', exploring
basic knowledge of cellular ageing and
senescence and speculating as to how these
conditions may relate to cartilage changes in
the osteoarthritic joint.'
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Morbidities and ageing: compressed or
extended?
In this article I will discuss the clincial
implications of OA in relation to an ageing
population. In an earlier Leader in this journal,
Badley considered the impact on the specialty
of rheumatology of an enlarging ageing
population with a high prevalence of rheumatic
disorders in the United Kingdom.2 While the
designation of those aged 65 and over as
elderly may appear 'arbitrary and imaginary'3
and a convenience for classification purposes,
demographic projections show a continuing
increase in this population that will exceed
20% by the fourth decade of the twenty first
century. Those aged 85 and over represent the
fastest growing segment of the elderly and their
numbers, according to one estimate, will
approach five million at that time (figure)4 and
may be even greater.5 While the upper age limit
for the end of life seems relatively fixed,6 old
age is extending towards that limit. Women
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Graphic representation ofpopulation projections involving the elderly. Those older than
85 years, sometimes designated the oldest-old or extreme aged' will represent thefastest
growing segment of the elderly population in the early decades of the twenty first century
(data derivedfrom McGinnis4).

especially can expect increasingly to achieve an
age approaching 85 and men perhaps a few
years less. The implications relating to the
health of the very old in comparison with those
aged 65-75, has prompted a distinction
between the 'oldest-old' or extreme aged to
include the former group, and the 'young-old'
to designate the latter group.5

In a population that is growing very old,
medical conditions or morbidities (table 1)
become increasingly manifest.5 There is much
debate about the relation of ageing and these
diseases, whether or not they are 'inevitable',
how they are associated with the ageing
processes, and the influence of genetic and
environmental factors on their expression.7-9
For a much longer lived population, the critical
health issue is whether the expression of age
related morbidities will eventually be com-
pressed into the last years of a long life of good
quality, or whether, even if postponed, there
will be an extension of morbidities through
many years of longer life. Those who support
the prediction of a compression of morbidity
cite medical advances and widely observed
health practices-including prudent diet,
exercise, maintenance of an ideal weight,
cessation of smoking, and moderation in
alcohol use, all of which have a positive impact
on health. '° The alternative possibility,
extension of morbidities, seems currently more
in favour." 12 A delay in the expression of age
associated conditions is not the same as their
elimination, and still raises prospects for their
contribution to health burdens carried for
many more years, with the reduction of active
life expectancy.'3 While functional decline is
not inevitable with advancing age, nevertheless
evidence for limitations in activities can be
cited to indicate the trend. Between the ages
of 65 and 74, about 25% of older persons are
unable to perform a major activity, while about
50% of those 85 and over are unable to do so.'4
In another study, more than 50% of women
aged 80 and over required assistance with
activities of daily living (ADL) while at the age
of 65 only 20% did.'5 Among those living in the
community, inability to perform one or more
of five basic ADLs increased from 5-7% in
those aged 65-75, to 10-8% in those of 75-84

Table 1 Some conditions associated with advancing age

Heart disease Dementia
Stroke Osteoarthritis
Diabetes Osteoporosis
Cancer Hip fracture
In addition, there are a number of so-called geriatric syndromes,
such as hearing and visual impairments, falls, and incontinence
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years, and to 25/9% in those 85 and older.'2
Age related decline is also reflected in nursing
home occupancy, which increases from 5% at
65 years of age to 22% at 85 years and over.'4

Prevalence ofOA in the very elderly
Age is the greatest risk factor for OA.'"'9 With
the emergence of symptomatic and radio-
graphic OA in later life, however, uncertainty
remains whether the incidence continues to
increase to extreme old age. Some studies
suggested that this is the case while others
reported little change after the age of 70."' A
prevalence rate in the oldest-old comparable to
that in the young-old in some studies could be
explained by different groups of subjects under
review, and by the death of the oldest subjects
who would have manifested OA had they
survived. For example, OA may not appear to
increase with extreme age because of the life
shortening potential of obesity. After the age of
65, 'the majority of adults in the industrialized
world are obese'20 and obesity appears to be a
risk factor for knee OA17 and possibly bilateral
hip disease,21 yet it is also associated with an
earlier mortality from cardiovascular diseases.22
A further problem in determining the

prevalence of OA is defining this condition in
the community.23 Hadler has proposed that
'painful knees' are widespread and 'osteo-
arthritis' is not necessarily the problem.24
The association of knee pain with disability
in older community residents has also been
noted by McAlindon et al, but pain as a marker
of OA 'might reasonably be questioned'.25
The 'discordance between the presence of
radiographic changes and the presence of
symptoms'26 does not provide reassurance for
the diagnosis of OA, yet the radiograph must
continue to be an important, if not the, key
diagnostic modality.27 28 There may be a
spectrum of knee conditions in the elderly
compatible with definite OA, 'incipient OA',
or ageing: radiographic evidence of severe
OA and knee pain associated with major
restrictions in lower extremity functions; 16
painful knees without radiographic signs ofOA
and with a modest decrement in physical
function; or occasional complaints without
radiographic findings, with intermittent mild
limitations in functions.'
Among the conditions noted in table 1, OA

is unique in having no mortality,'9 aside from
the iatrogenic effects of non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs.29 This means that if the
expression of cancer, heart disease, and
stroke-the major lethal conditions of old
age'3-are postponed, mortality will also be
delayed, and OA may be even more prevalent
in this very old group. Individuals with late life
arthritis appeared to have more associated
chronic diseases than those without arthritis.'9
Radiographic studies of the hands and feet
indicated that by the age of 80, changes
compatible with OA are almost universal,
especially the expression of Heberden's
nodes.30 In nursing home residents whose
mean age was 86, we observed that the
presence of Heberden's nodes correlated

with symptomatic and clinically diagnosed
knee OA,` as others have noted.32 33 In a
longitudinal study, Heberden's nodes were
associated with radiographic evidence of
cartilage loss and the clinical diagnosis of
primary generalised OA.34 Other clinicians,
however, have questioned the usefulness of
these distal interphalangeal joint changes as a
marker for OA of weight bearing joints.35

Hormonal influences: OA and
osteoporosis
It is unclear at present whether ageing and OA
are a continuum, or whether ageing provides a
necessary condition in individuals at risk for
the inception of OA as a 'disease biologically
driven',' separate and eventually distinct
from ageing changes in the joint. Long life
undoubtedly contributes to ageing changes in
the joint, with repetitive impact on stiffened
subchondral bone,32 but OA predisposition
may depend on added local factors, such as
menisceal injury, crystal deposition, high body
weight, extreme positions of the joint,36 and
lesser degrees of exercise and joint use,20 along
with systemic risk factors, as discussed by
Dieppe and Kirwan.33 Older individuals accrue
fat and show decline in muscle mass, a finding
considered as a risk factor for OA in the knee,
as noted above.

In the ageing individual, alterations in the
content or functions of growth factors locally
in the joint, or brought to the joint in the
circulation, may affect the capacity of cartilage
abrasions to heal or regulate new bone
formation, and in individuals at risk joint
changes may progress to OA.37 Concentrations
of growth hormone and insulin like growth
factor (IGF-1) have received much attention
because of their anabolic effects on cartilage
and bone.38 In some studies no correlation
was reported between radiographic changes in
knee OA and serum IGF-1 values,39 while a
prospective study found a relation between
IGF-1 concentrations and osteophyte growth
but not joint space narrowing.40 IGF binding
protein-3 appeared to be present in greater
concentrations in subjects with OA than in
controls,4' opening an area for further study
and interpretation. IGF-1 is controlled by
growth hormone, and it is of interest that the
prevalence of radiographic OA is low in elderly
patients with growth hormone deficiency.42
Decreased concentrations of growth hormone
are observed in some frail elderly individuals-
a finding that has prompted short term
administration of this hormone in a number of
studies, with subsequent increases observed in
muscle mass and bone mineral content in the
lumbar spine.43 Greater bone density in the
primary generalised variant of OA,44 or in cases
with radiographic evidence of osteophytes,45 46
may in part be attributable to greater
circulating concentrations of IGF-1,41 and to
increased content of this growth factor in
bone.47 In the very elderly, decreased concen-
trations of circulating IGF-1 have been found
in osteoporosis,4' and, in contrast to OA,
reduced bone density is the rule, with the risk
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of hip fracture. The role of oestrogens also
needs to be further explored in OA as it has
been in osteoporosis, since lack of oestrogen
appears to be the principal inciting factor
in postmenopausal osteoporosis. Conversely,
oestrogen availability in some patients with
generalised OA48 may inhibit osteoblast release
of interleukin-6, which appears to act on osteo-
clasts to promote bone resorption: 49 thus bone
density may be preserved or enhanced in OA,
with a reduced risk of hip fracture.

OA and disability in the very elderly
Rheumatologists in consultative hospital prac-
tice may observe OA in a more restrictive
fashion than their colleagues in community
based practice where the practitioner will be
aware of the social setting, and to what extent
patient and caregiver can manage successfully.2
The impact of lower extremity OA on the very
elderly must be considered in association with
age related comorbidities: maintenance of
functional capacity depends on the individual's
initial level of function, lower weight, and lack
of cardiovascular disease.50 51 Impaired cardio-
respiratory function reduces walking52 and
exercise tolerance, and would be additive to
potential lower limb disability resulting from
OA. Similarly, neurological and sensory sequelae
of cerebrovascular diseases and diabetes
produce difficulty in ambulation and with
ADLs. Guccione et al have attempted to
separate the contributions to disability of
multiple morbidities in conjunction with knee
OA.5 Individuals with symptomatic knee OA
with radiographic evidence of osteophytes, or
asymptomatic knee OA with severe radio-
graphic changes of large osteophytes54 and
joint space narrowing, have increased risk for
dependence in those ADLs requiring use of the
lower extremities.53 Some indices of functional
performance and a broader perspective on
disability in relation to arthritis are discussed
elsewhere.55"- Seven measures of disability,
two explicitly involving the lower extremities
and five related to functional tasks requiring
use of both upper and lower extremities were
assessed in individuals with a range of age
related medical conditions. Table 2 sum-
marises the main findings.55 The largest
proportions of disability were attributable to
stroke, depressive symptomatology, heart
disease, and knee OA. In addition to age,
psychological factors are strongly associated
with knee pain and disability in OA.58
Can interventions by individuals themselves

offset the potential for disability from lower
extremity OA? Measures begun years earlier,
Table 2 Association ofdependency with certain medical
conditions55
Medical condition Number of tasks

associated with
dependency

Stroke 7
Depression 5
Hip fracture 5
Knee OA 4
Heart disease 4
Congestive heart failure 4
Pulmonary disease 4

such as weight reduction, exercise, and limiting
chances for trauma to the joints, might have
served in the capacity of secondary or even
primary prevention'0 21 59 for a condition in
which health providers traditionally can offer
only tertiary care.'9 Higher education appears
to reduce impaired walk rate in community
dwelling elders; this might be considered an
intervention factor, as low education level
appears to be a risk factor for other conditions,
such as cardiovascular diseases and mortality
and morbidity in rheumatoid arthritis.52 How-
ever, even with advanced arthritic disease in the
elderly, the potential for pain reduction and
improvement in ambulation has been noted as
a result of supervised walking and patient
education activities,60 or a physical therapy
programme.6' In both of these studies on
community based volunteers, within-hospital
facilities were used as a means to improve staff
availability and subject compliance. In the
former study, the mean age of subjects was 70
years; controls received telephone contact
only, possibly not sufficient for a good
comparison. In the latter study, with a mean
subject age of 65 years, controls were not
observed. Exercise interventions were also
used for nursing home residents of more
advanced age, without necessarily the intent to
treat OA. Exercises were carried out while
individuals remained seated, limiting cardio-
vascular stresses. In one study (mean age 82),
exercises included stretching and range of
movement;62 in another study (mean age 90),
dynamic quadriceps strengthening was done,
with demonstrated increase in muscle mass
and strength, and decrease in the time required
to walk a measured distance. Of great import-
ance, strength gains were rapidly lost again
after cessation of exercise.63

Conclusions
As a larger proportion of the elderly population
in developed countries increasingly lives to
extreme old age, OA will be more prevalent
and contribute to the impact of disability from
other age associated morbidities. Medical
advances and improved health practices may
potentially postpone the emergence of many
chronic diseases in the very elderly, but are
unlikely to eliminate them. Very long life will
continue to present personal challenges and
major health care and social responsibilities.
There are many examples cited in this paper of
professionals in broad aspects of rheumatology
and gerontology whose work comes together
on the musculoskeletal system of the aged.
Even greater collaboration is likely to occur in
the future between professionals concerned
with various aspects of the emerging picture of
OA in the very elderly: epidemiology, natural
history, assessment, therapies, and inter-
ventional programmes, applied earlier and
designed to improve musculoskeletal functions
in frail older community dwellers and nursing
home residents.
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